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Providing end-to-end authentication for Alliance Access / Entry Users

LAU Authenticator provides complete end-to-end authentication for FIN Format message file 
transmission from a back-office application to SWIFT’s Alliance Access / Entry.  

Truly end-to-end. The product uses SWIFT’s local message authentication method, LAU, which is based 
on the industry standard algorithm HMAC-SHA256 and is the only authentication method supported 
by Alliance Access / Entry for transmission of message files to SWIFT.

How it works. The LAU authentication consists of adding a digital Signature calculated using the 
message and a pair of keys that are uniquely defined for each communicating pair of applications (i.e. 
back office and Alliance Access / Entry).  The LAU key consists of 32 printable characters entered as 
two 16-character strings. This allows users to have dual control over the maintenance of these keys. 

The back-office application will drop a file of unauthenticated FIN messages into an input folder. LAU 
Authenticator will pick up the file from this input folder, process the FIN message to create an RJE, 
DOS-PCC or XMLv2 format message, calculate the Signature using the keys and create the Signed 
and encoded message and drop it into an output folder or MQ queue for onward transmission to 
the Alliance Access / Entry. If there are multiple messages in the file, a signature is created for each 
payment message.

Once the 24-bit Signature is calculated and added to the output message, if any part of any message 
in the file is changed, the payment will be rejected by the Alliance Access / Entry. You can set Alliance 
Access / Entry to reject the entire file of messages or only the payments where there was a problem. 
Alliance Access / Entry will reject the entire payment (or file) which will not be available for any 
further processing within Alliance Access / Entry.

Customizable features. LAU Authenticator provides a graphical user interface that allows each user 
to define their own unique key and validates the key to ensure that the complexity rules defined by 
SWIFT are followed. It enables the user to change the keys periodically to ensure that the keys remain 
secure.
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Monitoring and archiving. Our tool maintains a log of transmissions and can be configured to send 
automatic email notifications in the case of failure or errors while processing FIN message to its 
transformed output format Signed and encoded document. Messages can also be archived before and 
after transformation/processing. 
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Software Distribution. LAU Authenticator 2.0 is distributed as a packaged Java Jar file along with other 
configuration files. It can be installed on most operating systems supporting java such as Microsoft 
Windows operating system, Linux, Solaris etc., and requires the Java runtime environment (JRE 1.8 or 
higher).


